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ABSTRACT 

As the use of digital technology increases day by day with the use of digital technology the digital crime is increasing 
each day with technology. Network security devices have some limitations like they can protect systems against an 
attack that bypasses them. The precluding process like examination and track back the origin of the attack and 
prosecuting the skilful assaulter is delivered by network forensics. The collection, analysis, and backtracking of 
network packets are key components of network forensics. The packet capture files of the network can be used to 
extract forensics evidence. Attackers might try to hide attackers by forging packets. This paper mentioned how to 
achieve the integrity of packet data using ECC encryption and canonical Huffman compression techniques. 

Keywords: Network forensics, Digital evidence, Packet data, Encryption, Compression, ECC, Canonical Huffman, 
Encryption then compression 

 

 

1 INTRODUCTION 

        Network forensics plays a major task in the cybercrime analysis operation. Network forensics is 
not another term for network security. It is an extended phase of network security as the data for 
forensics analysis are collected from security products like firewalls and intrusion detection 
systems [1]. The result of this data analysis is utilized for investigating the attacks [1]. The 
information extracted from network packets can be used as evidence either directly or indirectly. 
Packet capture files often contain sensitive data which help to analyse. 

Network tracking information will commonly be acquired at probe points inside the network from 
there it’s going to traverse several collecting locations till it will reach to some main location 
where all data will accumulate. This central place does not necessarily mean one server may be 
in a distributed area. Once packet data has been collected, they must be protected from 
tampering. This data has to be protected from unauthorized access so gathering all information 
and saving the honesty of evidence by giving a touch of security. While sending digital evidence 
to the proper location or one end to another it ought to be encoded and it can be decoded by the 
expected user. After encryption, the encoded information will be compressed so that the size of 
the document will be reduced, and we can achieve evidence that will furthermore be analysed 
to investigate. 

 

 

2 ENCRYPTION 
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Data encryption is the process that provides the security goals like excellent confidentiality, data 
integrity, authentication of data. Encryption is the process of converting normal text to encoded 
text i.e. ciphertext. so to secure the packet data evidence it has to be encrypted. Encryption 
algorithms are classified into symmetric cryptosystems and asymmetric cryptosystems. 

● The symmetric cryptosystem is the process by way of which a single key is used for both 
encryption and decryption. the algorithm, which is comes under symmetric cryptosystems like 
RC4, DES, AES, etc. 

● Asymmetric cryptosystem makes use of two related keys one for encoding and another for 
decoding. One of the keys can be publicly shared and the other is a private key. The algorithm 
comes under asymmetric cryptosystems like RSA, ElGamal, Diffie Hellman, DSA, ECC, etc. 

According to the various analyses of the existing module, we come to the point where encryption 
algorithms such as Elliptic curve cryptography (ECC) provide good security because of the 
computational complexity of the algorithm. Using ECC one can achieve maximum security with 
a smaller key size. The ECC algorithm Is also used to exchange keys, encode and decode 
information and also used for digital signature 

 

2.1  Elliptical Curve Cryptography 

ECC is a method of public-key encryption based on the algebraic function and structure of the 
curve over the finite graph. It provides equal security with a smaller key size as compared to a 
non-ECC algorithm ECC uses trapdoor function. The trapdoor is a function that is easy to 
calculate in one direction but difficult to calculate in the opposite direction without special 
information [2]. It makes use of an elliptic curve. Elliptic curves are defined by some cubical 
function 

E.g. Y2=x3+ax+b 

 

2.2  ECC Encryption Algorithm  

Consider A wants to send message to B [9] 

● Let the message be m  

● First, encode this message m into a point on elliptic curve  

● Let this point be Pm, Pm now this point is encrypted 

● For encryption choose a random positive integer K 

● The cipher point will be  

Cm={K.G, Pm+K.PB} [9] 

Where, G = a generator (base point, the order of G must be prime and should be as large as 
possible  

PB= Public key of B 
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● Let the private key of A is nA and B is nB respectively. 

● Public key of A is PA= nA.G and PB=nB.G 

This makes sure that the encrypted message is generated differently each time for the same 
message. It makes it more difficult to decode the message unethically 

 

2.3  ECC Decryption Algorithm 

At side B,  

● For decryption multiply 1st point in the pair with the receiver secret key 

i.e. K.G * nB 

● Subtract it from 2nd point or coordinate in the pair 

i.e. (Pm+K. PB) - (K.G*nB) 

since, PB=nB.G 

 soPm+K.PB-K.PB 

=Pm (original point) 

 

3 COMPRESSION 

The second step is compression. The issue with encrypting a text file is that the encrypted file is 
huge as compared to the original text file. So, to save storage space compression is required. 

Text compression is a cryptographic technique that compresses the text and utilizes less 
bandwidth while storing. The traditional encryption process using ECC takes time to achieve all 
these security goals [15]. 

 

3.1  Classification of Data Compression: 

● Lossless compression- Lossless compression is used if we want an exact reconstructed 
original file the algorithm comes under lossless compression like LZW, Huffman coding, 
Shannon Fano, Adaptive Huffman, Canonical Huffman etc, 

● Lossy Compression- Lossy compression is used when reconstruction of an approximate file 
is accepted. The algorithm comes under lossy compressions like fractal coding, lossy predictive 
coding, vector quantization, DCT etc. 

 

As network packet as digital evidence we will require exact copy after decompression so that 
the analysis on the same can be done properly during investigation. Therefore, lossless 
compression is required to compress encrypted evidence data. Huffman coding in lossless 
compression which is faster than the other lossless arithmetic coding compression algorithm. 
Huffman coding is mostly used for large file sizes. 
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3.2  Comparison of other compression algorithm with Huffman coding and canonical 
Huffman coding 

Comparing all the algorithm with both Huffman compression algorithm and canonical Huffman 
coding gives almost same result but in the traditional Huffman coding the decompression is done 
by the decoder by traversing the Huffman tree starting from the root node of the tree till it reaches 
the leaf node of the tree [13].  Decompression done using the traditional Huffman has following 
two significant disadvantages: 

● The entire Huffman tree needs to be stored which makes more use of memory  

● As the entire tree needs to be traversed for every symbol, the process becomes 
computationally costlier 

 

3.3  Canonical Huffman Coding 

A canonical code is generated first through Huffman coding. A set of rules are used to describe 
how the code is generated and it is therefore easy to construct the code given only a bit of each 
code word is all that is needed. This means that when storing the codebook in the decompressed 
files only the length of each character's code word in alphabetical order are needed as opposed 
to the length of the character itself and the binary code. This saves storage space in the file and 
makes compression of the codebook significantly smaller. 

The list of code lengths is ordered first by the length of the code and then alphabetically. The 
first character in the list is then assigned a code word with all zeros equal to its length. The next 
character is then given a code equal to the next in the binary sequence with 0’s then appended 
until the binary code is equal to the length. the current binary code is then updated, and the 
process is repeated for the next character. the length of the previous code word is tracked so 
the correct number of bit shifts can be achieved. Binary code for each character is stored in a 
list of tuples and sorted alphabetically. 
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Example of Canonical Huffman coding algorithm 

Input: LOSSY LOSSLESS = 14 character  

Uncompressed bit = 14 X 8 = 112 bits 

 

 

Canonical Huffman Code: 

Symbol Code 

S 0 

L 10 

O 110 

Y 1110 

E 11110 

Blank Space (b) 11111 

 

        Compressed bit = 32 bits 

 

Frequencies in a character file 

Symbol S L O Y E b 

Frequency 6 3 2 1 1 1 

 

Encoding for the Canonical Huffman coding      

 
 

 

The basic advantages of this method are that the encoding information passed to the decoder 
can be made more compact and memory efficient. Using this algorithm one can simply pass the 
bit length of the characters or symbols to the decoder and it is possible to recreate the entire 
table from just bit length. 

 

4 PROPOSED ALGORITHM 
1. Capture Network data packets 
2. Encrypt the data packets text file using ECC 
3. Compressed the encoded file using canonical Huffman encoding 
4. Preserve the compressed data as digital evidence 
5. Whenever required the digital evidence decompressed it using canonical Huffman encoding 
6. Decrypt the data using elliptic curve cryptography algorithm and used for further examination 
in investigation 
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Fig 1: Proposed System 

 

 

5 RESULTS 

After applying a 

 

bove algorithm on eight different text files receiving result given below 

 

Fig 2: Original File Size Versus                                           Fig 3: Encrypted File Size Versus  
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Fig 4: Saving Percentage For Each File     Fig 5: Total Time Required For Each Process 

 

6 CONCLIUSION 

The proposed algorithm comprises of two efficient cryptographic algorithms --first ECC 
encryption algorithm Encrypts the text file and then Canonical Huffman Encoding compresses 
the encrypted text file and this procedure is turned around at the recipient side. Also, graphical 
representation of various file size and time taken to encrypt, compress, decompress and decrypt 
the text file is presented to conclude that encryption takes more time as compared to other 
processes. This algorithm is optimal for applications where the text file is encrypted once but 
needs to be decrypted multiple times. Also, compression ratio is quite optimal as compared with 
other compression techniques. The proposed algorithm is also feasible for resource constraint 
environment. For instance, in a scenario where a text file needs to be stored at server could be 
encrypted then compressed and stored once, later when multiple user who needs access could 
accordingly decompress and decrypt faster. 
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